As searching methods have advanced the increased risk of privacy disclosure makes it important to protect privacy of user during data publishing. Many of the algorithms used for the data de-identification are not efficient because resulted dataset can easily linked with the public database and it reveals the users identity. One of the method uses for protecting the privacy of user is to apply anonymization algorithms. TDS and TDR using generalization of method to anonymized the dataset. Major drawback as these algorithm is they requires a manually generated domain hierarchy taxonomy for every quasi-identifier in the data set on which kanonymity has to be performed. Therefore, in this paper we propose new approach which will makes use of suppression based k-anonymization method to allow data publisher to deidentify datasets and in this method only certain attributes from record are suppressed based on values other attributes. As suppression method is used in algorithm, it does not required manually created taxonomy tree of quasi-identifiers. We applied this algorithm on 3 different data sets to evaluate its accuracy as compared to other k-anonymity generalization algorithms. It is found that predicative performance of this algorithm is better than existing generalization methods. This method is expected to provide privacy and accuracy measures to data publishers.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining algorithms are used for extracting the hidden knowledge from the large databases. Privacy preserving data mining is the new research area which deals with the protecting the sensitive data and knowledge. Nowadays, many organizations are collecting large amount of data that contains person specific information. Due to advances in data mining algorithms have increased the disclosure risks of sensitive data. Therefore, providing security to sensitive data against unauthorized access is the major goal of the data holder to protect the identity of person. Therefore the important task is to preserve the privacy of user while applying data mining algorithms on this kind of data. For instance, consider example medical research where data mining algorithms are applied on patient's data to find out the different disease patterns. Most methods used for privacy preservation removes the identifiers from the dataset and perform some transformation on remaining dataset and then this private dataset can be given to researchers. But these type data sets can be linked with the public database which reveals the identity of person. In Table 1 database table storing patient records are deidentified by removing name of patients and this table can be  used for medical research work but this table can be linked  with public database table (i.e. Table 2 ) which stores the voter's registration information. By matching DOB, Sex and Zip code one can easily find that "John has Heart Disease" 
RELATED WORK
Most of algorithm uses generalization techniques which requires generalization taxonomy tree for data deidentification as in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . [6] . Fung et al. [2] presented method of generalization for classification using k-anonymity: the "top-down specialization (TDS)" algorithm. TDR starts from the most general state of the table and specialized it by assigning specific values to attributes. Fung et al. [3] presented modified algorithm which is called as "Top-Down Refinement" (TDR). TDR is capable of suppressing a categorical attribute with no taxonomy tree. In TDR each refinement increases the information and decreases the anonymity since records with specific values are more distinguishable. Friedman et al. [4] presented kADET, kanonymization is done during growing phase of a decision tree therefore output of kADET is anonymous decision tree rather than an anonymous data set.
Kisilevich et al. [19] have proposed a multidimensional suppression approach, called kACTUS, for classificationaware anonymization. kACTUS makes use of a decision tree, i.e. C4.5 [18] , as a base for deciding multi-dimensional regions to be suppressed. The pioneering work in multidimensional generalization has been proposed by Lefevre et al. [20] , called Mondrian.
Major disadvantage of existing systems [2] , [3] , [4] is that they required taxonomy of quasi-identifiers present in data set which require prior knowledge about domain. It might be possible that for same attribute one can have different structure of taxonomy tree and it is difficult to decide correct structure of taxonomy tree. Existing methods of kanonymization are inadequate because they cannot guarantee privacy protection in all cases, and often incur unnecessary information loss by performing excessive generalization.
In this paper we proposed new multidimensional approach which is based on suppression of attribute depending on values of other attributes. Performance of multi-dimensional suppression is better than single-dimensional suppression because it suppresses a certain value in all tuples without considering values of other attributes. This causes over suppression of data which may lead to loss of information. Main advantage of proposed method is it does not require taxonomy tree in anonymization process because suppression used.
K-ANONYMITY MODEL
The k-anonymity model was developed because of the possibility of indirect identification of records from public databases. This is because combinations of record attributes can be used to exactly identify individual records. Kanonymity is an anonymizing approach proposed by Samarati and Sweeney [1] . A dataset complies with k-anonymity protection if each individual's record stored in the released dataset cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals whose data also appears in the dataset [1] . This protection guarantees that the probability of identifying an individual based on the released data in the dataset does not exceed 1/k.
The term data refers to person-specific information that is conceptually organized as a table of rows (or records) and columns (or fields). Each row is termed a tuple. Quasiidentifier (QID) is a set of features whose associated values may be useful for linking with another data set to re-identify the entity that is the subject of the data [1] , [5] .
While releasing private tables for research purpose identifiers are removed from the table to de-identify the person but still by matching quasi-identifiers from private table with public table one can easily identify the person. Therefore kAnonymization is used to make at least k tuples similar by using generalization or suppression. Generalization is process of substituting attribute values with semantically consistent but less precise values. For example, the month of birth can be replaced by the year of birth which occurs in more records, so that the identification of a specific individual is more difficult [1] , [3] .
Suppression refers to removing a certain attribute value and replacing occurrences of the value with a special value "*", indicating that any value can be placed instead [1] . 
SUPPRESSION BASED K-ANONYMITY FOR CLASSIFICATION TREES
Main goal of this paper is to generate anonymous data set where performance of classifier trained over anonymous data set is similar to classifier trained on the original dataset. We proposed an approach which works in two stages. In first, it generates classification tree and second, anonymization is applied to classification tree to generate anonymous data set.
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Stage 1: Generate classification tree
In this stage, classification tree is generated form original dataset. Various decision tree inducers can be applied for to generate classification tree. We used C4.5 algorithm to generate classification tree for k-anonymization process. In this classification tree is trained over only on quasi-identifiers and each internal node of classification tree represents one attribute which is quasi-identifier.
Stage 2: Apply k-anonymization
In this stage, generated classification tree is given as an input for anonymization method. Following are the steps in anoymization process.
1. Find list of all nodes with height equal to 1.
2. For every node in that list check the number of instances associated with every child of that node. If instances are greater than k (threshold value) then suppress all quasi-identifiers (QID) attributes that are not referenced in one of the nodes along the path from the root. 3. If value of k is less than k then prune that leaf node or add extra instances of complying node. 4. Repeat step 1 till tree is not fully prune From generated classification tree, every path from root to leaf node is considered as a Classification rule. Every leaf node has some instances associated with it. In step 1 find all nodes from generated classification tree with height = 1.
Step 2 find children where numbers of instances are greater than k and suppress all quasi-identifiers that are not reference in one of the nodes along the path from the root to leaf node. If number of instances is less than k then prune that node and add that instances to that node to non-complying node.
Illustrative Example
Proposed algorithm is illustrated on patient dataset which contains information related to patient with attributes i.e. name, city, state, zipcode, age, gender, marital status and disease. We consider the value of k=2 and quasi-identifiers are {city, state, zipcode, age, gender, marital status}
Fig 2: Classification Tree
Classification tree generated in stage 1 is as shown in Fig 2. Each leaf node represents number of instances associated with that node. Anonymization process is applied to this classification tree. Here value of k-anonymity threshold is k=2 therefore resultant anonymized dataset will contain at least two rows identical.
In stage two internal node height =1 gets selected thus we have three nodes 2, 3 and 4. Select node randomly say ,node 4 all children's of it comply with k-anonymity therefore suppress all quasi-identifiers which are not referenced from root to leaf node i.e. from root node to leaf node we have three quasi identifiers {gender, zip code , marital status} therefore remaining quasi-identifiers {city, state, age }will suppressed. After suppression extra instances will be used for non-complying children and prune that node. After pruning tree will be as follow. Now select another node randomly which is at height=1 and repeat above steps till there is node at height=1. At the end of algorithm dataset is in 2-anonymous form
Measuring information loss in suppression
Previous generalization is not enough to produce tables with adequate privacy protection. Suppression is necessary to produce tables with sufficient privacy protection. We have not used generalization since the domain consistency is important for classification. Suppression produces missing values, which can be handled by most classification methods. k is a parameter of privacy requirement. Normally, the larger the k is the better protection for privacy. k is usually determined by users as an input parameter for a program. However, a large k may distort the data distribution and make models on the data useless.
EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We used WEKA 3.6.3 environment to test the performance of the algorithm. We used J48 as a classifier which is java version C4.5 to generate tree. In this experimental study, we used 3 data sets which were selected from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [7] and they are widely used for evaluating learning algorithms. We used various values of kanonymity threshold to find out effect of suppression on classification task table 2 represents the values of k and classification accuracy in percentage. We analyze the effect of the value of k(anonymity level) on the accuracy. Accuracy results obtained by the proposed algorithm on different values of k for various data sets are shown in figure increasing the anonymity level decreases accuracy. Table 5 represents value of k and classification accuracy. It is found that increasing the value of k decreases classification accuracy. Therefore information gain is less from anonymous data. Therefore value of k must be chosen properly for classification
Comparison of Suppression Methods
As existing algorithms are using generalization trees. But if generalization is absent then the performance of proposed system is better that existing generalization algorithm. As suppression is done only on tuples by examining other attributes it does not degrade the performance of classification.
CONCLUSION
This paper represents new method for privacy preserving in classification tasks using suppression based k-anonymity is presented. The proposed method requires no prior knowledge regarding the domain hierarchy taxonomy and suppression attributes is based on values of other attributes to avoid over suppression. Performance of this method is good as compared to existing methods which are used to avoid attacks against kanonymity.
